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In this Letter we shall consider the enlargement of Poincare
symmetry to Maxwell symmetries [1–4] and Minkowski space to
Maxwell tensorial space (ten-dimensional in D = 4). Following the
description of reparametrization-invariant D = 4 relativistic parti-
cle model we will introduce its enlargement to Maxwell tensorial
space. We recall [2,4,5] that the introduction of additional tensorial
degrees of freedom (xμ → XM = (xμ, yμν)) has been suggested by
the consideration of constant electromagnetic ﬁeld backgrounds in
Minkowski space–time but the role and physical interpretation of
additional coordinates still it is not clariﬁed.
The Lagrangian for scalar relativistic particle interacting with
constant electromagnetic (EM) ﬁeld f (0)μν described by the potential
A(0)μ = − 12 f (0)μν xν (F (0)μν = ∂μA(0)ν − ∂ν A(0)μ = f (0)μν ) is the following2
L = −m
√
x˙μ x˙μ + eA(0)μ x˙μ. (1.1)
The external constant ﬁeld f (0)μν breaks the Poincare symmetry,
with preserved only the Bacry–Combe–Richard (BCR) symmetry al-
gebra [1] with six generators G = Mμν f (0)μν , G∗ = Mμν f (0)∗μν , Pμ ,
* Corresponding author.
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(J. Lukierski).
1 On leave of absence from V.N. Karazin Kharkov National University, Ukraine.
2 We use Minkowski metric with positive signature for time component, i.e.
ημν = diag(+ − −−).0370-2693 © 2012 Elsevier B.V.
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Open access under CC BY license.where (Mμν , Pμ) describe the Poincare algebra and f
(0)∗
μν =
1
2μνλρ f
(0)λρ . The BCR algebra has two-dimensional central ex-
tension [6] which is integrable to the group3
[Pμ, Pν ] = i f (0)μν Ze + i f (0)∗μν Zg, (1.2)
where Zg = 0 for the particles with nonvanishing magnetic charges
and for the model (1.1) we should put (Ze, Zg) = (e,0).
In the formalism with Maxwell symmetries one promotes the
constant value of f (0)μν to new six dynamical degree of freedoms
fμν = − fνμ and introduce corresponding gauge potential with ar-
bitrary values of the space–time independent EM ﬁeld strength
Fμν = fμν
Aμ = −1
2
fμνx
ν . (1.3)
If we introduce the covariantized momenta in the presence of such
EM ﬁeld
πμ = pμ + 1
2
efμνx
ν, (1.4)
where {xμ, pν}P = δμν , we obtain
{πμ,πν}P = efμν, (1.5)
i.e. after quantization we obtain noncommutative momenta.
3 Third central extension A deﬁned by [G,G∗] = i A cannot be lifted to BCR
group [7].
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A(0)μ → Aμ (see (1.3)) provides the realization of the Maxwell alge-
bra, which is obtained from Poincare algebra by the replacement of
the commutative Poincare momentum generators Pμ by the non-
commutative ones
[Pμ, Pν ] = ieZμν, Zμν = −Zνμ, (1.6)
where e is the EM coupling constant.
In such a way we pass from BCR algebra which due to central
extension (1.2) provides by means of local projective representa-
tions the symmetry of quantum-mechanical description of particles
in constant EM ﬁeld, to the Maxwell algebra which as well as in
the Poincare case does not have a central extension. It appears
that the relation (1.2) is covariantized, and we obtain the Lorentz-
covariant description in which the particular choices of constant
EM ﬁeld will be a result of Maxwell and Lorentz symmetry break-
ing (gauge ﬁxing). New tensorial generators Zμν are Abelian and
describe so-called tensorial central charges. The relations (1.6) sup-
plemented by the relations
[Zμν, Zλρ ] = [Zμν, Pλ] = 0 (1.7)
describe the ten-dimensional Lie algebra of Maxwell translations
group G .
Let us introduce the group elements of G by using the expo-
nential parametrization
G = eixμ Pμeiyμν Zμν , (1.8)
and calculate the corresponding Maurer–Cartan one-form
Ω = −iG−1 dG = eμPμ + ωμν Zμν. (1.9)
One gets4
eμ = dxμ, ωμν = dyμν + 1
2
ex[μ dxν]. (1.10)
The Maxwell-invariant modiﬁcation of the Lagrangian (1.1) is in-
troduced by the replacement
Aμ dx
μ → fμνωμν, (1.11)
i.e. one gets [5,8,9]
L= −m
√
x˙μ x˙μ + fμν
(
y˙μν + 1
2
ex[μ x˙ν]
)
. (1.12)
The equations of motion following from (1.12) in the proper time
gauge x˙μ x˙μ = 1 are
mx¨μ = − fμν x˙ν, (1.13)
y˙μν = −1
2
ex[μ x˙ν], (1.14)
f˙μν = 0. (1.15)
In the realization of the Maxwell algebra described by the model
(1.12) the values of the generators Zμν are described by new ten-
sorial variable fμν [5,8].
In the simple model (1.12) the dynamics in space–time is stan-
dard (see (1.13)), with EM interaction described by Lorentz force.
Eq. (1.14) describes the motion in tensorial part yμν of general-
ized Maxwell space–time XM = (xμ, yμν), M = 1, . . . ,10 and one
of the aims of this Letter is better understanding of the role of
4 Always in this Letter we use weight coeﬃcient in (anti)symmetrization, i.e.
A(μBν) = 12 (AμBν + Aν Bμ), A[μBν] = 12 (AμBν − Aν Bμ).additional tensorial coordinates. From action (1.12) one can derive
the constraint
φ := πμπμ −m2 ≈ 0, πμ = pμ + 1
2
efμνx
ν, (1.16)
which describes the numerical value of one of four Maxwell al-
gebra Casimirs generalizing the mass square Casimir for Poincare
algebra.
In this Letter we shall consider in tensorial space–time (xμ,
yμν) the Maxwell-invariant particle model which provides the
ﬁxed numerical values of three Maxwell Casimirs C1, C2, C3 deﬁn-
ing three ﬁrst class constraints. In new model we replace the
second part of the Lagrangian (1.12), with fμν playing the role
of Lagrange multipliers, by two terms depending only on xμ , yμν
and their derivatives. After ﬁrst quantization we shall obtain three
wave equations for generalized wave function Ψ (xμ, yμν) deﬁned
on ten-dimensional generalized space–time. Passing to generalized
Maxwell momenta (pμ, fμν)5 and introducing fourth eigenvalue
equation specifying remaining fourth Casimir C4, one obtains by
special choice of Lorentz frame the well-known two-dimensional
planar dynamics [10–12] which describes the Landau orbits in con-
stant magnetic ﬁeld. First Maxwell Casimir C1 coincides with mass
square m2 of the spinless particle in external constant EM ﬁeld and
two next Casimirs C2 and C3 deﬁne various classes of constant EM
ﬁelds. In particular for pure magnetic choice of EM ﬁeld we should
assume C3 = 0. In such a case the fourth Casimir C4 deﬁnes dis-
crete energy values of the particle called the Landau levels.
The plan of our Letter is the following. Firstly, in Section 2
we shall deﬁne Maxwell algebra, its four Casimirs and consider
Maxwell symmetry transformations of generalized Maxwell space–
time. In Section 3 we introduce the enlargement of standard
reparametrization-invariant D = 4 particle model to the extended
space–time (xμ, yμν) which after ﬁrst quantization provides a dy-
namical realization of Maxwell algebra with ﬁxed values of three
out of four Casimirs. After passing to the phase space formulation
we shall consider brieﬂy the model with ﬁxed values of all four
Casimirs. In order to interprete physically the proposed particle dy-
namics we pass to particularly chosen Lorentz frame and show that
the basic dynamical equation providing the Maxwell extension of
Klein–Gordon equation describes planar dynamics characterized by
Landau orbits in the presence of constant magnetic ﬁeld. The last
section contains some outlook, in particular proposals of the gen-
eralization of presented results.
2. Maxwell algebra and Maxwell tensorial space–time
The Maxwell algebra m [1,2]6 is obtained as the following en-
largement of the Poincare algebra with generators (Pμ , Mμν ) by
six Abelian tensorial charges Zμν = −Zνμ = (Zμν)+
[Pμ, Pν ] = ieZμν, [Zμν, Zλρ ] = [Zμν, Pλ] = 0, (2.1)
[Mμν, Pλ] = 2iηλ[μPν],
[Mμν, Zλρ ] = 2i(ηλ[μZν]ρ − ηρ[μ Zν]λ), (2.2)
where Mμν = −Mνμ = (Mμν)+ describe the Lorentz algebra gen-
erators (see also footnote 3)
[Mμν,Mλρ ] = 2i(ηλ[μMν]ρ − ηρ[μMν]λ). (2.3)
5 It appears that the canonical momenta in tensorial sector yμν of Maxwell
space–time are described by the variable fμν , representing constant values of EM
ﬁeld strength.
6 Maxwell algebra under different name has been recently rediscovered by other
authors (see e.g. [13]).
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the Maxwell algebra m = (Pμ,Mμν, Zμν) is a semidirect sum of
Lorentz algebra l= (Mμν) ∼= sl(2,C) and subalgebra g= (Pμ, Zμν):
m= l⊂+g.
We see that the subalgebra g (2.1) (see also (1.6), (1.7)) is an ideal
and maximal nilpotent subalgebra of the full Maxwell algebra m.
The Casimirs of Maxwell algebra are the following [1,2,4,13]
C1 = PμPμ + eZμνMμν, (2.4)
C2 = 1
2
Zμν Zμν, (2.5)
C3 = 1
2
Zμν Z∗μν, (2.6)
C4 = PμPν Z∗μλ Z∗νλ +
1
4
eZμν Z∗μνMλρ Z∗λρ (2.7)
where Z∗μν = 12μνλρ Zλρ is the dual tensor.
Let us introduce the coordinates XM = (xμ, yμν), yμν = −yνμ
which are dual to the Maxwell algebra generators Pμ , Zμν . The
generalized space–time parametrized by the coordinates XM =
(xμ, yμν) is described by the group manifold (1.8), and as well
G = M
O(3,1)
= eixμ Pμeiyμν Zμν , (2.8)
where M is the Maxwell group manifold with included Lorentz
group sector. The Maurer–Cartan one-forms on G are given by the
formulae (1.10). The forms (1.10) are invariant with respect to the
space–time (parameters aμ) and tensorial translations (parameters
bμν = −bνμ)
δxμ = aμ, δyμν = bμν − 1
2
ea[μxν] (2.9)
and covariant with respect Lorentz transformations (parameters
μν = −νμ)
δxμ = μλxλ, δyμν = 2[μλ yν]λ. (2.10)
If we denote the group parameters of M by (Λ,a,b) ≡ (Λμν,aμ,
bμν) where ηνρΛμνΛλρ = ημλ , the group composition law look
as follows
(Λ,a,b)
(
Λ′,a′,b′
)
= (ΛΛ′,a + Λa′,b + Λb′ + ea ∧ (Λa′)), (2.11)
where ∧ denotes the antisymmetrization with respect to free vec-
tor indices. Note that the group composition law (2.11) has impor-
tant consequence: the composition of two space–time translations
a, a′ yields the tensorial translation with parameter a∧a′ . For con-
stant value of Fμν and quantum-mechanical realization it deﬁnes
the phase transformation exp{ieaμFμνa′ν} in projective represen-
tations of BCR group (see details in [2,3]). We also recall that
similarly as D = 4 Poincare algebra can be obtained by Wigner–
Inonü contraction from AdS algebra O(3,2), one can get D = 4
Maxwell algebra by nontrivial contraction (see [14]) of the Lie
algebra O(3,1) ⊗ O(3,2) [8,9,13,15,16] not preserving direct sum
structure.
3. Maxwell-covariant particle model on Maxwell tensorial
space–time
3.1. Classical theory and the constraint analysis
Using one-forms (1.10) we introduce the Maxwell-invariant
model as described by the following actionS =
∫
dτ L = −m
∫ √
e · e − κ
∫ √
ω · ω + iω · ω∗
− κ¯
∫ √
ω · ω − iω · ω∗. (3.1)
In (3.1) and below we use the notations e · e = eμeμ , ω · ω =
ωμνωμν , ω · ω∗ = ωμνω∗μν and ω∗μν = 12μνλρωλρ . The real
constant m and complex constant κ = κ1 + iκ2 (κ¯ = κ1 − iκ2)
parametrize the model. We will see below that these constant
parameters deﬁne the real values of three Casimirs of Maxwell
algebra.
The canonical momenta are deﬁned by
pμ = δS
δx˙μ
= −m x˙μ√
e˙ · e˙ −
1
2
efμνx
ν, (3.2)
fμν = δS
δ y˙μν
= −κ ω˙μν + iω˙
∗
μν√
ω˙ · ω˙ + iω˙ · ω˙∗
− κ¯ ω˙μν − iω˙
∗
μν√
ω˙ · ω˙ − iω˙ · ω˙∗ , (3.3)
where we use the notation eμ = e˙μ dτ , ωμν = ω˙μν dτ and in (3.2)
we should insert the value of fμν given by formula (3.3). Euler–
Lagrange equations of motion for the model (3.1) can be written
as follows
p˙μ − 1
2
efμν x˙
ν = 0, f˙μν = 0, (3.4)
where pμ , fμν is deﬁned by (3.2), (3.3). First equation (3.4) repro-
duces (1.13) in the proper time gauge, and second equation (3.4)
coincides with Eq. (1.15) whereas substitution of (3.3) into second
equation (3.4) provides ﬁeld equations of second order for the co-
ordinates yμν(τ ).
From the deﬁnitions (3.2), (3.3) of the momenta we obtain the
following ﬁrst class constraints
φ1 = π · π −m2 ≈ 0, (3.5)
φ2 = 1
2
f · f − c2 ≈ 0, (3.6)
φ3 = 1
2
f · f ∗ − c3 ≈ 0, (3.7)
where
πμ = pμ + 1
2
efμνx
ν (3.8)
and
c2 = κ2 + κ¯2 = 2
(
κ21 − κ22
)
,
c3 = −i
(
κ2 − κ¯2)= 4κ1κ2. (3.9)
In the constraints analysis we use the equalities ω˙∗∗ = −ω˙,
ω˙∗ · ω˙∗ = −ω˙ · ω˙ and further (ω˙ + iω˙∗) · (ω˙ − iω˙∗) = 0.
The dynamics of our model is fully described by the constraints
(3.5)–(3.7) which appear to be ﬁrst class. Indeed, using canonical
Poison brackets
{
xμ, pν
}
P = δμν ,
{
yμν, fλρ
}
P = δ[μλ δν]ρ , (3.10)
one can show that the constraints (3.5)–(3.7) commute between
themselves. Since due to the local reparametrization invariance
of the model (3.1) on the world line the canonical Hamiltonian
H0 = pμ x˙μ + fμν y˙μν − L is vanishing, H0 = 0, after quantiza-
tion the wave function is not depending on proper time coor-
dinate τ . As in standard case of relativistic particle, the Klein–
Gordon-like constraint (3.5) generates local τ -reparametrization of
space–time coordinates xμ . The constraints (3.6)–(3.7) yield local
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by δ(y + iy∗) = α(τ )( f + i f ∗) and δ(y − iy∗) = α¯(τ )( f − i f ∗).
The constraints (3.5)–(3.7) represent eigenvalue equations for
ﬁrst three Casimirs (2.4)–(2.6). The Noether charges generating the
Maxwell transformations (2.9)–(2.10) in the model are
Pμ = pμ − 1
2
efμνx
ν, (3.11)
Mμν = 2
(
x[μpν] + 2y[μλ fν]λ
)
, (3.12)
Zμν = − fμν. (3.13)
Their Poisson brackets describe classical counterpart of Maxwell al-
gebra (2.1)–(2.3), without imaginary units on the right-hand sides.
For the realization (3.11)–(3.13) of Maxwell generators there is
valid the following important equality
C1 = PμPμ + eMμνZμν = πμπμ. (3.14)
Thus, the constraint (3.5) describes the Maxwell phase space re-
alization of ﬁrst Casimir C1 with constant eigenvalue m2, whereas
remaining constraints (3.6), (3.7) realize the Casimirs C2, C3 with
eigenvalues (3.9). Note also that the equations of motion (3.4) are
the conservation laws for the Noether charges (P˙μ = 0, Z˙μν = 0).
Now we shall present the Maxwell transformations of ten-
dimensional momentum variables which will be used below. Tak-
ing into account the transformations (2.9) and the expressions
(3.2), (3.3) we ﬁnd that they do not change under tensorial trans-
lations, generated by Zμν , and
δpμ = 1
2
eaν fνμ + μλpλ, δ fμν = 2[μλ fν]λ. (3.15)
The variables (3.8) are the covariant momenta. They are invari-
ant with respect to space–time translations (with parameter aμ),
tensorial translations (with parameter bμν ) and transform linearly
with respect Lorentz transformations
δπμ = μλπλ. (3.16)
The model (3.1) has the following equivalent ﬁrst order formu-
lation in phase space
S =
∫ (
πμe
μ + fμνωμν
)+ 1
2
∫
dτ
[
g1
(
π · π −m2)
+ g2( f · f − 2c2) + g3
(
f · f ∗ − 2c3
)]
, (3.17)
where πμ , fμν are independent variables and g1, g2 and g3 are
the Lagrange multipliers. Eliminating the variables πμ and fμν by
their algebraic equations of motion, and subsequently expressing
on-shell values of g1, g2 and g3 as local functions of xμ , yμν
and their derivatives, we obtain the second order action (3.1) in
Maxwell tensorial space–time.
We add the following comments about the equivalent models
(3.1) and (3.17):
(i) In the action (3.1) last two terms can be generalized as fol-
lows
κ
√
a(ω · ω) + b(ω · ω∗)+ κ¯
√
a¯(ω · ω) + b¯(ω · ω∗)
where the constants κ , a and b are complex. The complex value of
at least one constant a, b is necessary, since the derivation of both
constraints (3.6) and (3.7) requires the condition a2 + b2 = 0. In
(3.1) the values of the constants a and b (a2 +b2 = 0) are speciﬁed
without loosing generality.
(ii) We can supplement the ﬁrst order action (3.17) with an
additional term
S4 = 1
∫
dτ g4
(
πμπν f ∗μλ f ∗ν λ − c4
)
(3.18)2and consider the model with action S˜ = S + S4. The term (3.18)
ﬁxes the value of Casimir C4 deﬁned by the expression (2.7), be-
cause in the realizations (3.11)–(3.13) one gets the following equal-
ity
C4 = PμPνZ∗μλZ∗ν λ +
1
4
eZμνZ∗μνMλρZ∗λρ
= ηλρ(πμ f ∗μλ)(πν f ∗νρ) (3.19)
where also expression (3.8) and the equality
f μλ f ∗νλ =
1
4
(
f ρλ f ∗ρλ
)
δ
μ
ν (3.20)
were used.
We shall show in Section 3.3 that the eigenvalue c4 of fourth
Casimir (3.19) is proportional to energy square (see (3.50)) and
the quantum-mechanical solutions require that the values of c4 in
(3.18) are suitably quantized, i.e. are discrete. In such a way we ob-
tain the model in Maxwell generalized momentum space (pμ, fμν)
with the action S˜ = S + S4 describing the particle dynamics on
Maxwell tensorial space–time with ﬁxed value of energy. We add
that we were not able to obtain the term (3.18) from the general-
ization of the action (3.1), i.e. the second order formulation of the
particle model providing all four Casimirs ﬁxed is not known.
(iii) We can put m = 0 in the action (3.1), i.e. obtain only the
dynamics in tensorial part of Maxwell space–time. Then besides
Eq. (3.5) with m = 0 the additional constraints
πμ = pμ + 1
2
efμνx
ν ≈ 0 (3.21)
will appear. Taking into account the Poisson brackets following
from (3.10)
{πμ,πν}P = efμν, (3.22)
we see that the constraints (3.21) are all second class if det( fμν) =
0, but in the case det( fμν) = 0 become the mixture of two ﬁrst
and two second class constraint. Because det( fμν) = − 14 ( f · f ∗)2,
in such a model the value of the constant c3 in the constraint (3.7)
determines the number of second class constraints. In the case of
vanishing constant c3 = 0 the reducible constraints f ∗μνπν ≈ 0 are
ﬁrst class but then the expression (3.19) indicates that the eigen-
value of forth Casimir C4 should be equal to zero (c4 = 0).
3.2. First-quantized theory
In the Maxwell momentum space the quantized phase space
variables can have the following generalized Schrödinger realiza-
tions:
xˆμ = i ∂
∂pμ
, pˆμ = pμ,
yˆμν = i ∂
∂ fμν
, fˆμν = fμν. (3.23)
The components of skew-symmetric tensor fμν can be ex-
pressed by the components of three-vectors of electric ﬁeld
E = (Ei), i = 1,2,3 and of magnetic ﬁeld H = (Hi) as follows
f0i = Ei, f i j = −i jkHk,
f ∗0i = Hi, f ∗i j = i jk Ek. (3.24)
Then, the Lorentz invariants describing the constraints (3.6), (3.7)
are
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( H2 − E2), (3.25)
f μν f ∗μν = −4EkHk = −4E H . (3.26)
Note that
det( fμν) = det
(
f ∗μν
)= 1
16
(
f μν f ∗μν
)2 = (E H)2. (3.27)
Physical interpretation of the model depend on the choices of val-
ues of Casimir operators. There are four cases which can be con-
sidered (we neglect trivial case fμν = 0):
(I) det( fμν) = 0; (3.28)
(II) det( fμν) = 0⎡
⎢⎣
(a) f μν fμν > 0 – magnetic case,
(b) f μν fμν < 0 – electric case,
(c) f μν fμν = 0 – radiation case.
(3.29)
Below we will consider in detail the case (IIa) which in particular
Lorentz frames leads to the vanishing electric ﬁeld and nonvanish-
ing constant magnetic ﬁeld.
The important role in the case det( f ) = 0 is played the four-
vector
qμ ≡ pν f ∗νμ. (3.30)
Taking into account the transformation rules (3.15) and the re-
lation (3.20) we obtain that the four-vector qμ is invariant with
respect to space–time translations (parameter aμ) and tensorial
translations (parameter bμν ). Besides it transforms linearly under
the Lorentz transformations
δqμ = μλqλ. (3.31)
The four-vector (3.30) has the following description in terms of
three-vectors
qμ = (q0,qi) = (p H, p0 H + p × E), (3.32)
where pμ = (p0, p). In the magnetic case one can choose E = 0
and the direction of magnetic ﬁeld along third axis H = (H1, H2,
H3) = (0,0,H). We obtain in such a frame
qμ = (q0;q1,q2,q3) = H(p3;0,0, p0). (3.33)
We will look for the quantum spectrum of our model in the
magnetic case (IIa), under the assumption that c3 = 0. Wave func-
tion deﬁned on Maxwell ten-dimensional momentum space
Ψ = Ψ (pμ, fμν) (3.34)
satisﬁes the following constraint equations
(C1 − c1)Ψ = 0 ⇒ πμπμΨ =m2Ψ, (3.35)
(C2 − c2)Ψ = 0 ⇒ f μν fμνΨ = 2c2Ψ, (3.36)
(C3 − c3)Ψ = 0 ⇒ f μν f ∗μνΨ = 0, (3.37)
(C4 − c4)Ψ = 0 ⇒ qμqμΨ = c4Ψ, (3.38)
where πμ take in ﬁrst-quantized theory the form of differential
operators
πμ = pμ + i
2
efμν(∂/∂pν) (3.39)
and the vector qμ is given by (3.30).Let us make comments about the derivation of Eq. (3.38). Tak-
ing into account (3.19), we obtain for Maxwell algebra realization
(3.11)–(3.13) C4 = ηλρ(πμ f ∗μλ)(πν f ∗νρ). Inserting in this expres-
sion the quantities (3.39) and using the identity (3.20) we obtain
that C4 = qμqμ plus the term proportional to f μν f ∗μν , but such a
term is vanishing due to the constraint (3.37).
3.3. Relation with planar dynamics describing Landau orbits
Eqs. (3.35)–(3.38) are Maxwell-covariant, but in order to obtain
their physical interpretation, we shall pass to particularly chosen
frame (see also [2]).
For that purpose we pass in magnetic case (see (3.29) (a))
from general tensor fμν to tensor f˜μν with E = 0 and H =
(H1, H2, H3) = (0,0,H) by suitable Lorentz transformations
fμν = Λ˜μλΛ˜νρ f˜λρ. (3.40)
The Lorentz transformations matrix Λ˜μν is the function of fμν
(Λ˜ = Λ˜( f )) which due to second equation (3.4) is on-shell time-
independent. Since we assumed that the only nonvanishing com-
ponents of f˜μν are f˜12 = − f˜21 = −H, the relation (3.40) can be
represented as follows
fμν = −Habuaμubν, 12 = −21 = 1, (3.41)
where the pair of four-vectors uaμ is deﬁned as
uaμ := Λ˜μa, a = 1,2. (3.42)
Due to the orthogonality property of the Lorentz matrix Λ˜ they
satisfy the conditions
uaμubμ = −δab (3.43)
and describe ﬁve-dimensional coset O(3,1)/O(1,1). The relations
(3.41) are additionally invariant under local gauge O(2)-transfor-
mations in a = (1,2) plane
δu1μ = cosϕu2μ, δu2μ = − sinϕu1μ, ϕ = ϕ(u) (3.44)
and consistently the variables fμν given by formula (3.41) which
are restricted by two constraints f · f = 2c2 and f · f ∗ = 0 contain
only four independent degrees of freedom. Applying the transfor-
mations (3.40) in Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) we see that the constant
c2 deﬁnes the strength of magnetic ﬁeld
c2 = H2, (3.45)
which is constant on-shell (see second equation (3.4)). After
Lorentz transformation Λ˜ we obtain the four-momenta p˜μ deﬁned
by
pμ = Λ˜μν p˜ν, p˜μ = (p˜0; p˜1, p˜2, p˜3), (3.46)
and from (3.30) follows that the vector qμ has the form (3.33) in
‘tilded’ momentum components, i.e.
q˜μ = H(p˜3;0,0, p˜0). (3.47)
Further one can perform next Lorentz transformation in the
plane (0,3) which leads to the vanishing third space component
of the four-momentum
p˜μ = ˜˜Λμν ˜˜pν, ˜˜pμ = ( ˜˜p0; ˜˜p1, ˜˜p2,0). (3.48)
Using (3.33) we obtain that
˜˜qμ = H(0;0,0, ˜˜p0). (3.49)
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ergy values E≡ |p˜0| in the ‘doubly-tilded’ frame:
c4 = H2E2. (3.50)
Note that the transformations ˜˜Λ leave invariant the tensor f˜μν
with only nonvanishing components f˜12 = − f˜21.
For the analysis of the remaining equation (3.35) let us compare
it with Eq. (3.38) in the Lorentz frame after Λ˜-transformations
(3.40). Subtracting rescaled equation (3.38) written in the ‘tilded’
Lorentz frame (3.47)
[
(p˜0)
2 − (p˜3)2
]
Ψ = E2Ψ (3.51)
from Eq. (3.35)
[
(p˜0)
2 − (p˜3)2 −
(
p˜1 − ieH
2
∂
∂ p˜2
)2
−
(
p˜2 + ieH
2
∂
∂ p˜1
)2]
Ψ
=m2Ψ, (3.52)
we get the two-dimensional equation
[(
p˜1 − ieH
2
∂
∂ p˜2
)2
+
(
p˜2 + ieH
2
∂
∂ p˜1
)2]
Ψ = ε2Ψ,
ε2 = E2 −m2. (3.53)
Eq. (3.53) is one which describes the two-dimensional planar
quantum states in Landau problem [10] if it is derived from Klein–
Gordon equation in constant magnetic ﬁeld [11]. Let us observe
that the operator on left-hand side of (3.53) can be represented
as one-dimensional oscillator with frequency ω = 2eH with quan-
tized energy eigenvalues. If the wave function in (3.53) is square
integrable, only discrete values of ε2 are allowed, which provide
the discrete energy levels En , where ε2 = E2n − m2 is given by
ω(n + 12 ) = eH(2n + 1), n ∈ Z. In such a way we obtain quantized
energy levels in Landau problem describing so-called Landau orbits
En = ±
[
m2 + eH(2n + 1)]1/2, n ∈ Z, (3.54)
where the two-dimensional relativistic energy–momentum disper-
sion relation (E = ±(ε2 + m2)1/2) follows from the relativistic
Klein–Gordon form of Eq. (3.52).
We see that the nontrivial dynamics is conﬁned to (p˜1, p˜2)
plane because in the double-tilded Lorentz frame (see (3.48)) we
can eliminate the motion along third axis ˜˜x3. The time-depended
wave function in momentum representation is given by the sta-
tionary wave functions in Λ˜-frame which solve Eq. (3.51) with
˜˜p3 = 0
Ψ
(
p˜i,u
a
μ; t
)=
∫
d ˜˜p0 δ
(
( ˜˜p0)2 − E2
)
ei
˜˜p0tΨ
(
p˜1, p˜2,u
a
μ
)
. (3.55)
If we recall that one should select square integrable solutions
of (3.53), the Dirac delta-function is nonvanishing in (3.55) only
if E = En , so using the expansion on the Landau states with dis-
crete energies En one gets
Ψ
(
p˜i,u
a
μ; t
)=∑
n
ψn
(
p˜1, p˜2,u
a
μ
)
eiEnt, (3.56)
where E= ±˜˜p0.
Two vectors uaμ deﬁne purely kinematical ﬁve degrees of free-
dom describing the Lorentz frame (see the constraints (3.43)).7 Be-
cause the variables uaμ are purely kinematical (u
a
μ ≡ uaμ( f ) due to
7 The vector variables uaμ describe a selected set of so-called Lorentz vectorial
harmonics [17,18].Eq. (3.4) imply u˙aμ = 0) and describe the choice of Lorentz frame,
we can consider them as constant Lorentz group parameters.
The time-independent norm of the wave function (3.56) at ﬁxed
time t is given by
‖Ψ ‖2 =
∑
n
Nn
∫
μ(u)d2 p˜
∣∣ψn(p˜1, p˜2,uaμ)∣∣2, (3.57)
where μ(u) provides invariant measure on the ﬁve-dimensional
coset O(3,1)/O(1,1) and Nn describe energy level-dependent nor-
malizations. The measure deﬁning the norm (3.57) can be de-
scribed also in fully Maxwell-covariant way. For such purpose one
should replace the product of measures dp˜1 dp˜2 μ(u) for n-th Lan-
dau level by the following Maxwell-covariant measure
dp˜1 dp˜2 μ(u) ∼ δ
(
f · f ∗)δ( f · f − 2H2)δ[(p · f ∗)2
−H2(m2 +H(2n + 1))]d6 f d4p, (3.58)
where we parametrize fμν in terms of variables (H,uaμ) (see
(3.41)). We obtain the following Maxwell-covariant norm of the
wave function Ψ (cov)(pμ, fμν) in arbitrary Maxwell symmetry
frame (see also [2,4])
∥∥Ψ (cov)∥∥2 =∑
n
[
m2 +H(2n + 1)]−1
∫
d6 f d4p
· δ( f · f ∗)δ( f · f − 2H2)δ[(p · f ∗)2
−H2(m2 +H(2n + 1))]∣∣Ψ (cov)(p, f )∣∣2, (3.59)
where the normalization constants Nn = [m2 + H(2n + 1)]−1 in
(3.59) are introduced in a way which leads to the independence
of norm from the number n describing Landau levels.
4. Final remarks
It is well known that some quantum-mechanical and ﬁeld-
theoretic models can be obtained by ﬁrst and second quantization
of classical mechanical system. The novelty of this Letter is the
presentation of Landau problem describing quantum-mechanical
orbits of the particle interacting with constant magnetic ﬁeld as
ﬁrst-quantized free motion of a particle in generalized space–time,
with Maxwell symmetries. The theory is four-dimensional and co-
variant by construction, and we demonstrate how to extract from
Maxwell-symmetric formulation the planar dynamics of Landau
problem. In such a way we conﬁrm the EM origin of tensorial co-
ordinates in Maxwell space–time and interprete the extension of
Poincare symmetries to Maxwell symmetries.
We point out that in our approach there is employed new con-
cept of enlarged space–time, with additional dimensions linked
with the description of interactions. Maxwell algebra and addi-
tional tensorial coordinates correspond to coupling of constant EM
external ﬁeld strength, but there were as well considered further
extensions of the Poincare algebra, with additional higher rank ten-
sorial generators, which correspond e.g. to the dipole and quadru-
ple EM background ﬁeld interactions [5]. The new variety of en-
larged space–times with nonvanishing torsion (or curvature) are
described by cosets of the group manifolds, generated by extended
Poincare algebras. Following Wigner successful group-theoretical
deﬁnition of free elementary particles [19] in term of the repre-
sentations of Poincare group, one can employ the enlargements of
D = 4 Poincare symmetries with their irreducible representations
as providing the multidimensional free particles which describe
equivalently in gauge-ﬁxed frames D = 4 particles interacting with
various classes of background ﬁelds.
In this Letter we considered only spin-zero Maxwell-covariant
particle. The particles with nonvanishing spins will be considered
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eralization of spinning particle in pseudoclassical approach with
vector-like Grassmann variables (see e.g. [20–23]). For example, in
the case of spin one-half particle we propose the following gener-
alization of the action (3.17)
S1 =
∫ (
πμe
μ + fμνωμν
)
+ 1
2
∫
dτ
[
g1
(
π · π + i
2
efμνψ
μψν −m2
)
+ g2( f · f − 2c2) + g3
(
f · f ∗ − 2c3
)]
+
∫
dτ
[
i
4
ψμψ˙
μ − i
4
ψ5ψ˙5 + χ
(
πμψ
μ −mψ5
)]
, (4.1)
where ψμ , ψ5 and χ are Grassmann variables. The model (4.1)
produces the constraints (3.6), (3.7) and modiﬁes constraint (3.5)
as follows
π · π + i
2
efμνψ
μψν −m2 ≈ 0. (4.2)
Besides we get the additional fermionic constraint representing
pseudoclassical counterpart of Dirac equation
πμψ
μ −mψ5 ≈ 0. (4.3)
After ﬁrst quantization the variables ψμ , ψ5 are realized by 4 × 4
Dirac matrices γμ as follows: ψˆμ = γμγ5, ψˆ5 = γ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3.
Subsequently, the wave function is a four-component Dirac spinor
Ψα(p, f ) satisfying Eqs. (3.36), (3.37) and modiﬁed Eq. (3.35)
which describes the Maxwell extension of Feynman–Gell-Mann
equation [24] (σμν = i2 [γ μ,γ ν ])(
πμπ
μ + efμνσμν
)
Ψ =m2Ψ. (4.4)
Besides, from (4.3) follows the Dirac equation in the presence of
constant EM ﬁeld(
πμγ
μ −m)Ψ = 0, (4.5)
where πμ is deﬁned by the formula (3.39).
It should be also noted that following [23] one can describe
arbitrary spin of the particle equal to N/2 (N = 1,2, . . .) by intro-
ducing N copies of vectorial Grassmann variables in the model.
It is interesting to see whether the ﬁrst-quantized version of
our model generalized to nonvanishing spins can help to clarify
the problems of interactions of higher spins with a constant EM
ﬁeld.
Other possible extensions of our results consist in considering
the solutions of the model (3.1) for the sectors described by re-
lations (3.29) (b), (c), with constant electric or radiation ﬁelds, as
well as with nonvanishing Casimir C2 (see (3.28)). One can look as
well for the modiﬁcation of the model (3.1) which would covari-
antize the Landau problem with spin couplings (see e.g. [25,26]).
It is interesting to study whether the Maxwell enlargement of
Poincare symmetries has also other applications. The presence of
additional tensorial coordinates by analogy with [27–30] suggests
their possible use to the description of higher spin ﬁelds. First
step in such a direction was made by present authors in recent
paper [31]. In [31] we consider the spinorial particle model in
Maxwell space and obtain after ﬁrst quantization the inﬁnite ex-
pansion of the wave function into the interacting higher spin ﬁelds.
Another application of the Maxwell symmetries with possible cos-
mological implications (see [32,33,16,34]) is the extension of stan-
dard gauge approach to gravity by supplementing the Einstein–
Cartan gravity framework with additional geometric Abelian gaugeﬁelds obtained by gauging the six symmetries generated by gener-
ators Zμν . It is a matter of further studies to ﬁnd the possible role
of these new vector ﬁelds in cosmology and astrophysics.
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